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Sometimes record collectors will um and ah about an LP and think, do I really need this? For
this collector, this Mercury disc fell into that category. As the sleeve proclaims in red; FIRST 
RECORDINGS EVER MADE IN THE SOVIET UNION BY AMERICAN TECHNICAL AND 
MUSICAL STAFF, which is fascinating and Mercury often produced exceptional sound; but 
do you really need almost fifty minutes of massed balalaikas with a folk orchestra (whatever 
that means) in music composed – with two obvious exceptions – by people you may well 
never have heard of? Well, after several listening’s the answer is yes; but first the 
background story.

Mercury had a travelling recording studio and they capitalised on the thaw in East-West 
relations after Stalin’s death by negotiating to record Byron Janis, Kyril Kondrashin, Borodin 
Quartet and Osipov State Orchestra (featured here) in Moscow in 1962. The music itself 
doesn’t just highlight the balalaika (which comes in four different registers) there are also 
parts for similar instruments such as the domra and goosli and the exotically named and 
sounding Vladimir Shepherd’s Horn which features in Tchaikovsky’s Dance of the 
Comedians. One also notices that the orchestral sound gets heavier over time; this was 
simply because successive music directors kept adding instruments to the line-up. Much of 



the material is in ballad or dance form (there is a lot of three/four time) but the expressive 
range is large and even the conventional instruments are played in a style and produce a 
sound that must have been quite startling to Western ears in a far more insular era. The 
virtuosity of the soloists, massed balalaikas and the like is incredible (just listen to the Flight 
of the Bumble-Bee); all of which adds up to an immensely entertaining disc. 

Sound

Balance: 5
Inner balance: 5
Detail and clarity: 4
Dynamic range: 3

As mentioned Mercury could produce marvellous sound, where there was brilliance, 
projection and a broad, deep image. However on occasion that image could be more two-
dimensional or lose depth in tutti passages; in effect the sound was stacked as opposed to 
tiered. In Moscow they had the advantage of recording in the Great Hall of the Tchaikovsky 
Conservatory, with its spacious, yet clear, acoustic and the results are spectacular. The 
balance is middle-distance, the image isn’t stacked, every wind solo is naturally balanced 
(although the accordion seems to merit highlighting), the balalaikas produce a bed or 
rustling, vibrant sound that again doesn’t merit special pleading. Definition is very good, 
which means the percussion are crisp, you can hear that the domra is played with a 
plectrum, although the lower bass is a little muddy. No register intrudes, rather the treble is 
sweet, the bass extended, the whole sound-picture has real vibrancy and presence, and of 
course being vinyl, instrumental timbres and the halls acoustic signature are captured in a 
way that no digital recording can equal. 

In terms of presentation there is one quibble. Mercury sometimes didn’t think it necessary to 
list the tracks by side on the sleeve, so you have to look at the centre label of the LP, which 
is very irritating. 

  


